
SYLLABUS FOR ENGLISH 1 CP/AS 2017-2018 

     Ms. Rebecca Leung, English and VAPA Teacher, MHS 
Preferred Contact/Email: rleung@smuhsd.org          Website: mhs.schoolloop.com 
Availability: By Appointment, FLEX, Lunch        Room: 125 

 
English 1 CP is a standards-based course designed to help students build the solid foundations in                
reading, writing, grammar, and vocabulary necessary for success in high school and beyond. This fall,               
we will analyze poetry, write analytical essays, review literary terms, conduct research and read              
non-fiction articles, read novels, collaborate and discuss, and more. Students enrolled in AS (Advanced              
Standing) will move at an accelerated and more challenging pace and be expected to complete more                
independent work at home and in class. This class will also assist students meet MILLS HIGH                
SCHOOL’S STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES, making them:  
 

● Effective Communicators and Collaborators 
● Positive contributors to the community 
● Individuals that are healthy, self-reliant and responsible 
● Critical Problem Solvers and Creative Thinkers 

 
CLASSROOM RULES 

1. Come to class prepared to learn with all of the required materials, an open, mature attitude,                
and common sense. You are each expected to act like the young adults you are on a DAILY                  
basis.  

2. Treat other people, their property, Mills High School property, all learning materials, and all               
materials in the classroom with respect. Clean up after yourself. Respect your own right to               
learn, the rights of others to learn, and the right of the teacher to teach. Disrespectful                
language, materials, and inappropriate classroom behavior will not be tolerated.  

3. Students are expected to be on time every day. Parents will be contacted via email after 3                 
tardies. A referrel will be issued upon the fourth tardy, with disciplinary action increasing with               
each additional tardy.  The bell does not dismiss the class, the instructor does.  

4. Electronic devices may only be used with permission of the teacher. You may not listen to                
music, take pictures, film, or text during class unless it is part of an assignment. You will be                  
warned once to put devices away. The teacher may take away any devices that are               
distracting and submit them to the Dean with a referrel. Assigned usage of computers and               
technology for instructional purposes must be classroom appropriate.  

5. Beverages in closable containers are allowed. Food is not allowed. Clean up after yourself              
EVERYDAY.  Return all materials to their proper places.  

6. Anyone who plagiarizes or cheats on an assignment will receive an automatic F and face               
additional disciplinary action. A second cheating offense in any class may lead to a “drop F”                
in English class. THIS MEANS ALL WRITING MUST BE IN YOUR OWN WORDS and/or              
properly cited using MLA format. Students may be asked to upload an assignment onto              
turnitin.com at any time.  

 
 

ACADEMIC EXPECTATIONS 
The Content Standards covered in this course may be found online at 

http://www.cde.ca.gov/be/st/ss/documents/finalelaccssstandards.pdf 
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http://www.cde.ca.gov/be/st/ss/documents/finalelaccssstandards.pdf


TOPICS COVERED/PACING GUIDE 

Weeks 1-9: Introduction to Poetry, Review of Literary Term/Poetry Term Analysis, Introduction to Analytical Writing, 

SOAPStone, Literacy Skills, Vocabulary in Context, Reading Non-Fiction  
Weeks 10-18: Introduction to the Novel, Continuation of Literary Terms, Research and Research Writing, Speaking 

and Listening 
Semester 2: TBD -- Units on Two or More of the Following: Romeo and Juliet, Fahrenheit 451, Argumentation, 

Research Writing  
 
REQUIRED CLASS MATERIALS  
The following materials must be brought to class everyday. Points may be deducted and disciplinary               
actions may be taken for students who continually fail to bring ALL materials to class on a daily basis. 

1.  Required reading materials (You may be asked to print these out prior to coming to class.) 
2. 1-inch binder, specifically for English 1 with dividers OR a section in an all-class binder with                 

the following dividers  :   1.  Poetry, Short Stories, Lit Terms 
2.  Mockingbird 
3.  Nonfiction 
4.  Handouts 
5.  Writing  

*If you are enrolled in Mr. Pretto’s English Support Class, you will also need an extra divider  
6.  SES 

3.  Binder paper, dark blue or black pen, #2 pencil, highlighter, White-Out 
4.  Post-its (standard size or smaller) 

 
Additional recommended materials for use at home.  
1. Oxford English Dictionary and Thesaurus 
2. MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (8th edition) 
3. White computer paper and extra ink cartridges 
 

Your binder must be kept organized AT ALL TIMES. This syllabus should appear in the very front of your                   
binder. Arrange assignments and handouts in order by unit and date. Binders may be periodically               
checked for classwork credit. You will be held financially responsible for any lost or damaged               
school-issued books.  Please cover all books and write your name in pencil inside.  
 
HOMEWORK/GRADING POLICY 
All handwritten assignments must be completed in dark blue or black ink on binder paper or they will be                   
returned to the student for re-submittal and docked for being late. All typed assignments must be                
completed in black ink on white paper, with type appearing on one side only.  
 
If you run out of ink or printer paper for your printer or encounter technical difficulties, it is your job to find                      
a solution BEFORE the assignment is due. Printing your essay on binder paper, scratch paper, or on                 
both sides is not acceptable.  
 
Homework will be collected at the beginning of the period for full credit. Late assignments may be docked                  
10% for each day late. Missing homework assignments will be receive an M (50% of original point value.)                  
Other assignments will receive a 0 until the assignment is submitted. If the teacher sees you working on                  
homework in class on the day it is due, she will not accept it from you.  
 
If you are absent, it is your responsibility to stay caught up with our assignments by checking                 
mhs.schoolloop.com, including quizzes and tests that are administered upon your return or during your              
absence. I strongly recommend that you exchange contact information with at least three other students               
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in the class in order to have resources for double checking the assignments you see on schoolloop.com                 
and to assist yourself in the event that you have question about a particular assignment. You are                 
responsible for scheduling make-up tests and quizzes with the teacher. You will have the same number                
of days you were out to make up your work.  Make-up work will not be given for truancies. 
 
Reading quizzes may be given at any time. All quizzes and tests may cover readings, class discussions,                 
and supplementary materials. Grading will be assessed by the categories listed below. Improvement,             
effort, and participation will be considered for final semester grades. Extra credit opportunities may arise               
throughout the semester.  Standardized tests may or may not be calculated into semester grades.  
 

97-100% A+ 89-87 B+ 79-77 C+ 69-67 D+ 57% or below F 
96-93 A 86-83 B 76-73 C 66-63 D 
92-90% A- 82-80 B- 72-70 C- 62-57.1 D-  

 
15% Homework, Smaller Assignments 15% Final  

70% In-class Essays, Tests, Quizzes, Presentations, Performances, Other Assignments  

 
MS. LEUNG’S SCHOOLLOOP CODES 
M = Homework assignment is missing; equivalent to 50% of the original assignment point value 

EXC = assignment is excused, does not hurt/help a student’s grade 
0 = Classwork, quiz, test, essay, or other large assignment is missing; student received zero credit on the 

assignment; student did not meet minimum requirements or did not answer any questions correctly 
EC = extra credit  
 
TUTORING/INTERVENTIONS 
Tutoring or additional interventions will be arranged as needed on a one-on-one basis.  Please see Ms. Leung at 

lunch or to make an appointment for FLEX if you feel you need additional help succeeding in English class.    
  
Please feel free to contact me anytime with questions.  (Email is my preferred means of communication.)  I look 

forward to working with you to make this year a success.  
 

Ms. Rebecca Leung 

English and Drama Teacher  

rleung@smuhsd.org 
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PERSONAL FACT SHEET 

PERIOD ______ LAST NAME ____________________ FIRST NAME _____________________  

School Email Address ______________________________________@mymhs.org 

Do you need to sit near the front of the room due to any reason?____________________________ 

 

1.  Daily access to a computer? (circle one) Yes No To the internet? Yes No 

2.  Smart phone? Yes No 

3.  What do you consider your greatest strengths as a person?  As a student?  Your greatest weaknesses 

as a person?  As a student? 

 

 

4.  What are some things you hope to accomplish in the next four years?  Explain.  

 

 

 

5.  Who is one person you really look to?  Why? 

 

 

 

6.  Anything else I should know about you?  
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ACADEMIC CONTRACT 

By signing below, I acknowledge the behavior, actions, and attitude expected of me in Ms. 
Leung’s English 1 CP/AS class.  

I understand that a positive learning environment begins with me and the choices I make on a daily basis.  

I will come to class with all my materials on time, ready to learn. 

 I will participate in class discussions, speak my opinions honestly, and defend my thoughts with hard 
evidence.  I can teach my peers many things. 

I will not speak while others are speaking and listen carefully to what others have to say.  

I will encourage my classmates to share their thoughts as well, for they have a lot to teach me.  

I will not put down my classmates, be argumentative, or display disrespect when my classmates share an 
opinion that I disagree with.  I will listen to their words respectfully and consider what they have to say and 
where they are coming from.  I will withhold all judgments. 

I understand that my teacher may have opinions that I disagree with.  I will listen to her words respectfully, 
consider what they mean, and form my own opinions.  I understand that she is not necessarily trying to 
convince me to change my mind but offering multiple perspectives so I can make my own choices. 

I will use common sense and take the initiative to find my own solutions before asking for help.  At the 
same time, if something is unclear to me, I will ask questions for clarification. 

I understand that my teacher will first approach me to discuss discipline matters, and then contact my 
parents, counselor, dean, and teachers as she sees fit.  

I will not vandalize or steal classroom materials because I understand they are tools necessary for my 
own learning and the learning of others. 

I will clean up after myself everyday and encourage my classmates to do the same. 

I accept responsibility for every single one of my actions and understand that positive choices often lead 
to positive consequences.  

I will try my best, everyday. 

  

Student name ________________________Student signature ____________________________ 

 Parent name _________________________Parent signature ____________________________ 

Parent Email ___________________________________ 

Parent Daytime Phone #  ___________________Is your parent fluent in English? Y N 

Parent First Language if N ____________________ 
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